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SWAN Digital Twin Definition
A dynamic digital representation of real-world entity(s) and their behaviors using models
with static and dynamic data that enable insights and interactions to drive actionable and
improved outcomes.

BIM & Asset Management Subgroup
This group is fundamentally focused on system based approaches and information
requirements to allow owners, operators, and suppliers in asset intensive industries to be
able to link the functional requirements of the end user to the static/dynamic data sets in a
reusable system/process.

Digital Twin Process Block Adoption - Use Case Studies: Chris Steele, Head of Digital
Products & Services  (Binnies)
By bringing together multiple case studies focused on water treatment implementation, we
are able to see how it comes together - combining the product family templates of the
digital process and process blocks themselves to visualise different components
(depending on the configuration).

Criticality is then assigned across a standard number of factors which allows us to create
failure modes of x criticality analysis templates. This in turn allows us to see how critical the
configuration of assets/products are in the application area.

Using information requirements, one can identify the different dynamic data sources that
inform risk and allow dynamic risk based modeling. The physical asset register denotes
where the asset is within the organisation - informing it’s criticality and identifying gaps at
scale. This allows one to do gap analysis to potentially kick into investment planning for IoT
devices or improved information management processes. This is currently being used to
mobilise both Scottish Water and DC Water.



Utility Presentation: Ricardo Ferreira, Asset Management Engineer (Águas do Porto)

Ricardo’s presentation shared how Águas do Porto's data integration model to predict urgent
intervention has impacted their City's Water Supply Master Plan, specifying the gains and
contributions that their digital tool has brought to the identification of problems/solutions.

The development of their tool undertook four main phases:

● Associating the latest digital elevation model to get topography values associated
with risk

● Bringing together all of the physical characteristics within the water supply network
● Inserting network sensorisation with flow and pressure sensors
● Associating operational data from their operational platform

The results were oriented to provide information about the levels of pressure per
consumption location, which helps to identify maximum/minimum pressure zones we can
see on a map as part of the tool. This data allowed them to be able to build an algorithm
showing how to resolve the sensitive zones based on the existing water reservoir with
minimum intervention.

A second tool, the Leak Analysis Tool, adds some challenges in its development. When
bringing the data from the operational management platform, there was initially wrong
information and values of coordinates. As a solution, they developed a data treatment
process and later implemented it to clean all of the unnecessary data.



Once this was completed, a self learning algorithm was created providing additional
consideration of all physical pipe characteristics. The algorithm is intelligent enough to
understand the specific part of the pipe needing assistance and define the prioritisation of
interventions. It is fully automated and being used to study, control, and identify pressure
zones to define long term intervention plans.


